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Saudi DJ Leen Naif plays at a university event in Saudia Arabia’s Red Sea coastal city of Jeddah. — AFP photos 

Musicians from the Ukrainian Freedom Orchestra take part in a rehearsal in Warsaw Opera before their international tour. — AFP photosGulf state Bahrain has joined other
Middle Eastern countries in impos-
ing a cinema ban on the fourth

installment of superhero saga Thor, a
Hollywood blockbuster featuring gay char-
acters. “The ministry of information has
decided to halt projection of one of the
films showing in cinema halls for the sake
of preserving and safeguarding society’s
moral values,” the ministry said in a brief
statement late Thursday. The ministry did
not specify the name of the film banned,
but screenings of “Thor: Love and
Thunder” have halted.

The film sees “Valkyrie”, played by
Tessa Thompson, express clear romantic
feelings towards another female character.
Kuwait has also banned the film, according
to local media which cited its information
ministry as ascribing the decision to
“scenes involving homosexual characters”.
In recent months, major film production
companies have experienced similar
restrictions in the oil-rich but conservative
Gulf region. The UAE is the only Gulf
nation that is still showing Thor, although in
June it had banned the animated Disney-
Pixar’s “Lightyear”, a film that features two
women kissing. In April, Saudi Arabia
requested cuts to “LGBTQ references” in
Disney’s “Doctor Strange in the Multiverse
of Madness”, which was ultimately not
screened in the country. —AFP

Since Russia invaded Ukraine in
February, the air raid sirens disrupt
Svyatoslav Yanchuk’s concerts, forc-

ing musicians and audience members to
seek refuge underground. “When the alarm
stops, we can return to the stage. When it
lasts more than an hour, the concert is
called off,” said Yanchuk, a percussionist
with the Odessa Philharmonic. “It happens
almost every concert,” he said. But in
August, Yanchuk will finally be able to play
without interruptions on an international trip
with the newly created Ukrainian Freedom
Orchestra.

Along with dozens of other musicians,
Yanchuk will be on a tour of Europe and the
United States, which started in Warsaw this
week and will include the Proms in London
on Sunday. The orchestra, assembled from
musical ensembles in Ukraine and Europe,
is the brainchild of Canadian conductor
Keri-Lynn Wilson, whose grandparents
were from Ukraine.

Wilson was in Warsaw when the war
broke out. “As I witnessed the refugees
streaming into Poland, I had a dream of
uniting Ukrainian musicians in an artistic
force to help them fight for their freedom,”
she said. The project quickly took shape
with the support of the Polish National
Opera in Warsaw and Metropolitan Opera
in New York.

Russian music ‘on hold’ 
Despite never having played together

before, the orchestra came up with a con-
cert program in just 10 days. The concert
starts with Ukrainian composer Valentyn
Sylvestrov’s Symphony No. 7 — a homage
to the victims of the war. There is “no
Russian music”, according to orchestra
members, whose lives and careers have
been turned upside down by the war.

“Russia has geniuses but whatever
comes from Russian culture is on hold for
the moment,” said bassoon player Mark

Kreshchenskiy. Kreshchenskiy and his
brother Dmytro, a violist, played for the
Saint Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra in
Russia for eight years and were there when
the invasion began.

“We left Russia in the first days of the
invasion. It was hard but there was no oth-
er decision to take,” Kreshchenskiy told
AFP. The two brothers fled to neighboring
Estonia, carrying their instruments.
Ukraine has stopped all fighting-age men
from leaving the country under martial law
in case they have to be drafted, but some
orchestra members have temporary per-
mission to do so.

“I was able to see my 10-year-old daugh-
ter again after five months of separation
because she is a pupil at the Gdansk
Opera” in northern Poland, said Dmytro Ilin,
from the Kyiv Philharmonic. Once the
Ukrainian Freedom Orchestra tour is over,
Ilin will return to Kyiv-along with percussion-
ist Yevgen Ulyanov, whose son was born

when the war broke out. “My son is waiting
for me,” he said.

‘Cultural front’ 
Like many of their colleagues, Ilin and

Ulyanov want to continue practicing their
craft in their native country. “I have the feel-
ing that we are soldiers of music because
we are doing our best at the cultural front,”
said Nazar Stets, a double bass player and
Kyiv resident.

Stets is particularly keen on the
Ukrainian repertoire, saying: “It’s now the
time to play even more Ukrainian music”.
“If we don’t play our Ukrainian music,
nobody will,” he said. Asked if music could
really be a weapon, Ilin said: “Since child-
hood, music has been what we do. We
have to act in one way or another”. — AFP

Standing behind her control tower
with headphones around her neck,
Saudi DJ Leen Naif segues

smoothly between pop hits and club
tracks for a crowd of business school
graduates noshing on sushi. The sub-
dued scene is a far cry from the high-pro-
file stages-a Formula 1 Grand Prix in
Jeddah, Expo 2020 in Dubai-that have
helped the 26-year-old, known as DJ
Leen, make a name for herself on the
Saudi music circuit.

Yet it captures an important milestone:
Women DJs, an unthinkable phenome-
non just a few years ago in the tradition-
ally ultraconservative kingdom, are
becoming a relatively common sight in its
main cities. These days they turn few
heads as, gig after gig, they go about
making a living from what once was
merely a pastime. “A lot of female DJs
have been coming up,” Naif told AFP,
adding that this has, over time, made
audiences “more comfortable” seeing
them on stage. “It’s easier now than it
has been.”

Naif and her peers embody two major
reforms championed by Crown Prince
Mohammed bin Salman, Saudi Arabia’s
de facto ruler: new opportunities for
women and expanding entertainment
options-notably music. 

The possibility that DJs would be wel-
comed at public events, let alone that
many would be women, is something
“we didn’t expect” until recently, said
Mohammed Nassar, a Saudi DJ known
as Vinyl Mode. “You are seeing now

more female artists coming out,” Nassar
said. Before “it was just a hobby to
express themselves in their bedrooms”.
“Now we have platforms, and you know
they could even have careers. So it’s
really amazing.”

Winning over sceptics 
Naif was first introduced to electronic

music as a teenager by one of her
uncles, and she almost instantly started
wondering whether DJ’ing was a viable
job. While her friends dreamed of
careers as doctors and teachers, she
knew she didn’t have the patience for the
schooling those paths required. “I’m a
work person, not a studying person,” she
said. Unlike other women DJs, she had

the immediate support of her parents and
siblings. Other Saudis, however, required
some winning over.

Several years ago, a man came up to
her mid-performance, declaring she was
“not allowed” and demanding “Why are
you doing this?” His complaints got Naif’s
set shut down, but she doubts the scene
would play out the same way today.
“Now I bet that same guy, if he sees me,
he’s going to stand first in line just to
watch.”

Her nomination to play at the Saudi
pavilion of Expo Dubai 2020 gave her an
international audience for the first time.
But it’s the work at home that supports
her day-to-day, earning her 1,000 Saudi
riyals (around $260) per hour.

Here to stay 
Other women DJs have encountered

more resistance. Lujain Albishi, who per-
forms under the name “Biirdperson”,
started experimenting on DJ decks dur-
ing the pandemic. Her family disap-
proved when she started talking about
DJ’ing professionally, preferring she
strive to become a doctor. She stuck with
it anyway, developing her skills at private
parties. Her big break came last year
when she was invited to perform at
MDLBeast Soundstorm, a festival in the
Saudi capital Riyadh that drew more than
700,000 revelers for performances
including a set by superstar French DJ
David Guetta.

The experience left her “really proud”.

“My family came to Soundstorm, saw me
on stage. They were dancing, they were
happy,” she said. Both Naif and Albishi
say they believe women DJs will remain
fixtures in the kingdom, though their rea-
soning varies. For Naif, women DJs suc-
ceed because they are better than men
at “reading people” and playing what
they want to hear. Albishi, for her part,
thinks there is no difference between
men and women once they put their
headphones on, and that’s why women
DJs belong. “My music is not for females
or for males,” she said. “It’s for music-
lovers.”— AFP 
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Saudi DJ Lujain Albishi plays at a beach event in Saudia Arabia’s Red Sea city
of Jeddah. 

Friends gather as Saudi DJ Lujain Albishi (left) plays at a beach event in Saudia Arabia’s Red Sea city of
Jeddah.

(From left) Yehven Ulianov, Dmytro Ilin and Sviatoslav Yanchuk - Ukrainian musicians and
members of Ukrainian Freedom Orchestra pose for a picture after a rehearsal.

Soprano singer Liudmyla Monastyrska (left) and musicians from the Ukrainian Freedom
Orchestra are led by conductor Kerii-Lynn Wilson take part in a rehearsal in Warsaw Opera
before their international tour.


